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Abstract— A nonlinear system with distributed delays is stud-
ied. The model takes into account the fast self-renewal dynamics
observed in Acute Myeloid Leukemia (AML). Stability and
instability conditions are derived for the zero equilibrium of
the AML model. Notice that, biologically, the zero equilibrium
means the eradication of all malignant cells, which is the
aim of the anti-AML therapy. The novelty of this work is
that we consider time-varying biological parameters reflecting
the fact that the differentiating and self-renewing parameters
become time-variant both under the effect of the disease and
the drugs. A simpler case of the studied model is well suited
to describe the healthy hematopoiesis. In this case, we focus
on the stability of the positive steady state since it reflects the
surviving of all healthy blood cells. Via a construction of a
novel Lyapunov functional, we derive sufficient conditions for
the local exponential stability of the favourable equilibrium and
we propose an estimate of its basin of attraction.
Key Words: Time-delay Systems, Lyapunov functionals.

I. INTRODUCTION

Time-delay systems (TDS) appear in many modelling
areas such as traffic flow, chemistry, communication net-
works, economics and biology (see [5], [9], and references
therein). The stability analysis of these models is a key issue
and it is well known that the Lyapunov theory makes it
possible, in some cases, to estimate rates of convergence
of solutions, to establish ISS robustness results and to deter-
mine approximations of the basins of attraction for locally
asymptotically stable equilibrium points (see [12], [7], [8]
for more information). However, the search for a suitable
Lyapunov functional for nonlinear TDS is generally quite
difficult, since no systematic methods apply [7], and this is
the case of the studied model of hematopoiesis.

In a healthy bone marrow, the hematopoeitic stem cells
(HSC) develop into white blood cells, red blood cells,
platelets and many other blood cells. The HSC are immature
cells able to produce cells with the same maturity level and to
differentiate into more mature and specific cells. In the case
of acute myelogenous leukemia (AML), an overproduction of
abnormal blasts is observed. These malignant cells are unable
to develop further into mature white blood cells and prevent
production of adequate numbers of other types of healthy
blood cells. The mathematical model that describes healthy
or unhealthy hematopoiesis is given by nonlinear transport
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equations, which are transformed to a nonlinear system with
distributed delays using the method of characteristics. The
new results in this contribution are outlined according to the
following organization of the paper:

In Section II, we complete the analysis of the zero
equilibrium of the multi-stage AML model analyzed recently
in [2] and [4], by considering the case of time-varying
differentiating, self-renewing and fast self-renewing rates.

In Section III, we focus on the model without fast self-
renewal dynamics and with constant biological parameters.
The latter case is well suited to describe the process of
healthy hematopoiesis. This simpler model was proposed by
Adimy in [1] and partially analyzed in [10] and [3]. Recall
that the positive equilibrium is the most interesting from a
practical point of view because it models the normal process
of hematopoiesis, where all the generations of healthy cells
survive. Moreover, several diseases may disrupt strongly
the hematopoiesis process and a stability analysis of the
linear approximation is insufficient. Indeed, as mentioned
in [10], estimates of the domain of attraction of the positive
equilibrium point and of the exponential decay rate for the
nonlinear full-order system have not been found and these
are still important open problems. In the present paper, first,
exponential stability of the positive steady state is established
and decay rate of solutions are approximated. Moreover,
an open subset of its basin of attraction is provided via a
construction of a novel Lyapunov functional. This region
depends on the different biological parameters involved in
the biological process of hematopoiesis.

II. STABILITY OF THE MODEL WITH FAST SELF-RENEWAL
DYNAMICS

A schematic representation of the cell dynamics is given
in Figure 1. For all i ∈ In = {1, ..., n}, by xi we denote the
total population density of resting cells and by x̃i the fast
self-renewing cells, which have n ≥ 1 stages of maturity.

Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the age-structured model describing
unhealthy hematopoeisis.

The constant δi is the death rate of quiescent cells. The
function gi(a) is defined by gi(a) = e−γiafi(a) where fi
is a density function describing the mitosis and is such



that
∫ τi
0
fi(a)da = 1, and γi is the death rate of the

proliferating cells (apoptosis). Proliferating cells can divide
between the moment they enter the proliferating phase and
a maximal age τi > 0. The reintroduction functions βi(xi)
and β̃i(x̃i) from the resting to the proliferating phases are
considered to be nonlinear, continuous, decreasing functions,
and lima→+∞ β̃i(a) = lima→+∞ βi(a) = 0.

The total population densities xi and x̃i are described by
the following time-delay system, for all i ∈ In = {1, . . . , n},

ẋi(t) = −(δi + βi(xi(t))xi(t) + Li(t)=i(wi, w̃i)
+2Ki−1(t)=i−1(wi−1, w̃i−1)

˙̃xi(t) = −w̃i(x̃i(t)) + L̃i(t)=i(wi, w̃i), t ≥ 0,

(1)

where, with an abuse of notation, =i(wi, w̃i) =∫ τi
0
gi(a)[wi(xi(t − a)) + w̃i(x̃i(t − a))]da, where a is the

age of cells. We assume that the functions Li(·) and L̃i(·)
are of class C0, for all i ∈ In, such that Li(t) := 2σi(t)(1−
Ki(t)), L̃i(t) := 2(1 − σi(t))(1 − Ki(t)), K0 = 0, for
all t ≥ 0. The rates Ki(t) represent the proportion of cells
that differentiate, while the functions 1− σi(t) characterize
the probability of fast self-renewal at the time instant t.
Moreover, we introduce for later use the parameters

Ci =

∫ τi

0

gi(a)da, for all i ∈ In. (2)

Originally, the model described by (1) was introduced
in [2] with constant parameters Ki, Li, L̃i and σi, for
all i ∈ In. Since AML is characterized by a blockade in
the differentiation process, which becomes also a target for
some drugs already used in the treatment of this disease, we
consider in this paper the time-varying system (1).

Since each proliferating cell, which does not die by apop-
tosis and completes its mitosis, gives birth to two daughter
cells, we deduce that Ki(t) ∈ [0, 1] for all t ≥ 0. In fact,
we assume that K(t) ∈ [Kimin,Kimax] ⊂ (0, 1), for all
t ≥ 0, meaning that even for an unhealthy hematopoiesis,
the differentiating process will not completely vanish. More
precisely, in the AML case, due to the blockade in the differ-
entiation process, we expect that limt→∞K(t) = Kimin 6=
0. Similarly, we consider the case where for all t ≥ 0, σi(t) ∈
[σimin, σimax] ⊆ [0, 1]. From medical practice we know that,
in the AML case, a blockade in the differentiation process
(i.e. limt→∞Ki(t) = Kimin) and a high rate of fast self-
renewing (i.e. limt→∞ σi(t) = σimin) are simultaneously
observed. This fact yields to limt→∞ L̃i(t) = L̃imax, in
the AML case, with L̃imax = 2(1 − σimin)(1 − Kimin).
The situation where σi = 0 describes the worst leukemic
case in which all the proliferating cells, that complete their
mitosis, will choose the fast self-renewing process. On the
other hand, the case where σi = 1, and all the parameters
involved in the model are constant, is well suited to the
healthy hematopoiesis as discussed in Section III.

Moreover, we define for all i ∈ In,

L̂i(t) := Li(t) + L̃i(t) = 2 (1−Ki(t)) , t ≥ 0.

Notice that L̂(t) ∈ [L̂imin, L̂imax] ⊂ (0, 2), for all t > 0,
where L̂imax = 2(1−Kimin).

It is easy to prove that system (1) is a positive system (i.e. for
nonnegative initial conditions, the solutions are nonnegative).
Throughout this section, we employ the positivity of the sys-
tem to construct a suitable Lyapunov-Krasovskii functional
in order to investigate the stability properties of the overall
system. We start with the following Proposition:

Proposition 1: If the condition

CiL̃imax < 1, (3)

for all i ∈ In, is not satisfied, then there exists a system
in the family of systems (1) whose origin is not globally
asymptotically stable.

Proof: We prove Proposition 1 by contradiction. Let us
assume that (3) is not satisfied for a given j ∈ In and that all
the positive solutions of the system (1), with for all i ∈ In,
L̃i(t) = L̃imax, for all t ≥ 0, converges to the origin.

Observe that

˙̃xi(t) ≥ −w̃i(x̃i(t))+L̃imax

∫ t

t−τi
gi(t−a)w̃i(x̃i(a))da (4)

Let us introduce the functionals

hi(x̃it) =

∫ t

t−τi

∫ t

m

gi(m− a+ τi)w̃i(x̃i(a))dadm. (5)

Simple calculations give

ḣi(t) = Ciw̃i(x̃i(t))−
∫ t

t−τi
gi(t− a)w̃i(x̃i(a))da. (6)

From (4) and (6), it follows that the derivatives of the
functionals Hi(x̃it) = x̃i(t) + L̃imaxhi(x̃it), along the
trajectories of (1), satisfy

Ḣi(t) ≥ (CiL̃imax − 1)w̃i(x̃i(t)). (7)

Since there exists j ∈ In such that CjL̃jmax > 1, we get
Ḣj(t) ≥ 0. It follows that, Hj(x̃jt) ≥ Hj(0) > 0. Therefore,
Hj(x̃jt) does not converge to zero. But we consider a
solution that converges to the origin, which implies that
Hj(x̃jt) converges to zero. This yields a contradiction.

Remark 1: If σimin = 0, we obtain L̂imax = L̃imax.
Therefore, from Proposition 1, we observe that if the con-
dition CiL̂imax < 1 is not satisfied for all i ∈ In, then
there exists a system (1) such that its origin is not globally
asymptotically stable. Consequently, we can not establish
global exponential stability of the origin of system (1) if
the condition CiL̂imax > 1 holds for some i ∈ In.
Now, let us state and prove the following result:

Theorem 1: For all i ∈ In, if the conditions

CiL̂imax < 1, (8)

are satisfied, then all the positive trajectories of (1) converge
exponentially to the origin.

Proof: First, we observe that when the conditions (8)
are satisfied, then for all λi ∈

(
1, 1+CiL̂imax

2CiL̂imax

)
, the following

inequalities are verified

1− λiCiL̂imax >
1− CiL̂imax

2
> 0. (9)



Next, let us introduce, for all i ∈ In, the functionals
defined along the trajectories of system (1), by

vi(xit, x̃it) =

∫ t

t−τi

∫ t

m

e−ρi(t−m−τi)gi(m− a+ τi)

× [wi(xi(a)) + w̃i(x̃i(a))] dadm,

(10)

where ρi are strictly positive constants to be selected later.
The derivatives of the functionals (10), along the trajectories
of (1), satisfy

v̇i(t) ≤− ρivi(xit, x̃it)−=i(wi, w̃i)
+ [wi(xi(t)) + w̃i(x̃i(t))] e

ρiτiCi.
(11)

Let us introduce the following functional for the first com-
partment of unhealthy cells

V1(x1t, x̃1t) = x1(t) + x̃1(t) + λ1L̂1maxv1(x1t, x̃1t), (12)

where λ1 satisfies (9). Using (11), it follows that

V̇1(t) ≤−
[
δ1 +

(
1− λ1eρ1τ1L̂1maxC1

)
β1(x1(t))

]
x1(t)

−
(

1− λ1eρ1τ1L̂1maxC1

)
w̃1(x̃1(t))

− λ1ρ1L̂1maxv1(x1t, x̃1t)

+
(
L̂1(t)− λ1L̂1max

)
=1(w1, w̃1).

(13)

Since λ1 satisfies (9). It follows that by selecting any

ρ1 ∈

(
0,

1

τ1
ln

(
1 + λ1C1L̂1max

2λ1C1L̂1max

))
, (14)

we obtain 1 − λ1e
ρ1τ1L̂1maxC1 > 1−λ1L̂1maxC1

2 > 0.
Moreover, since L̂1(t) ≤ L̂1max, we deduce that (13) gives

V̇1(t) ≤− [δ1 + θ1β1(0)]x1(t)− θ1w̃(x̃1(t))

− λ1L̂1maxρ1v1(x1t, x̃1t)− λ1=1(w1, w̃1),
(15)

where the constants θ1 = 1 − λ1eρ1τ1L̂1maxC1 and λ1 =
(λ1−1)L̂1max are strictly positive. Since the right hand side
of (15) is always nonpositive, we deduce that by integrating
(15), we obtain for all t ≥ 0,

V1(x1t, x̃1t) ≤ V1(ϕx1
, ϕx̃1

). (16)

This means in particular that x̃(t) is bounded by a constant
x̃1b > 0. Since the function β̃1 is decreasing, it follows that,
for all t ≥ 0, the inequality (15) gives

V̇1(t) ≤− [δ1 + θ1β1(0)]x1(t)− θ1β̃1(x̃1b)x̃1(t)

− λ1L̂1maxρ1v1(x1t, x̃1t)− λ1=1(w1, w̃1).
(17)

We conclude that for all t ≥ 0,

V̇1(t) ≤− s̃1V1(x1t, x̃1t)− λ1=1(w1, w̃1), (18)

where, s̃1 = min
{
δ1 + θ1β1(0), θ1β̃1(x̃1b), λ1ρ1L̂1max

}
.

By virtue of the functional V1, we conclude that the origin
of the subsystem i = 1 is globally exponentially stable, with
a decay rate smaller than s̃1. Next, in the rest of the proof,

we consider the case where the conditions (8) are satisfied
for any number of compartments (i ∈ In). Let us introduce
the following functional that takes into account the first and
the second generations of cells:

V2(X2t) =x2(t) + x̃2(t) + λ2L̂2maxv2(x2t, x̃2t)

+
2K1max

λ1
V1(x1t, x̃1t),

(19)

with X2 = (x1, x̃1, x2, x̃2). Similarly to the case i = 1, we
select ρ2 such that the derivative of the functional (19) along
the trajectories of (1) satisfies

V̇2(t) ≤ − [δ2 + θ2β2(0)]x2(t)− θ2w̃2(x̃2(t))

− λ2L̂2maxρ2v2(x2t, x̃2t) + 2K1(t)=1(w1, w̃1)

− λ2=2(w2, w̃2) +
2K1max

λ1
V̇1(t).

(20)

Combining (20) and (18), we deduce that for all t ≥ 0,

V̇2(t) ≤− [δ2 + θ2β2(0)]x2(t)− θ2β̃2(x̃2b)x̃2(t)

− λ2L̂2maxρ2v2(x2t, x̃2t)− λ2=2(w2, w̃2)

− 2s̃1K1max

λ1
V1(x1t, x̃1t)

− 2(K1max −K1(t))=1(w1, w̃1).

(21)

Since K1(t) ≤ K1max, we straightforwardly deduce that
there exists s̃2 > 0 such that, for all t ≥ 0,

V̇2(t) ≤ −s̃2V2(X2t)− λ2=2(w2, w̃2). (22)

Next, by induction, one can readily determine constants
ai > 0, bi > 0 and s̃n > 0, such that the derivative of
the functional

Vn(Xnt) =

n∑
i=1

[xi(t) + aix̃i(t) + bivi(xit, x̃it)] , (23)

with Xn = (x1, x̃1, ..., xn, x̃n), along the trajectories of (1),
satisfies

V̇n(t) ≤ −s̃nVn(Xnt), with s̃n > 0. (24)

From the inequality (24) and the properties of the functional
Vn, we conclude that the origin of the system (1) is globally
exponentially stable with a decay rate smaller than s̃n.

III. STABILITY OF THE MODEL DESCRIBING HEALTHY
HEMATOPOIESIS

In this section we focus on a simpler form of system (1)
which fits well with the healthy hematopoiesis. The model
of interest is in the form

ẋi(t) =− (δi + βi(xi(t)))xi(t) + 2Li=i(wi)
+ 2Ki−1=i−1(wi−1),

(25)

with =i(wi) =
∫ t
t−τi gi(t − a)wi(xi(a))da, to ease the

notation of the distributed delayed terms. Observe that the
system (1) is equivalent to the system (25) when x̃i ≡ 0
and σi ≡ 1, for all i ∈ In, as illustrated in Figure 2. In
other terms, we consider that the fast self-renewal process is
observed only in leukemic cell dynamics (System (1)), but



not in the healthy hematopoiesis (System (25)). Compared to
Section II, the analysis of system (25) is different since the
survival of all the healthy cells is the purpose of normal
hematopoiesis. More precisely, we focus on the strictly
positive steady state Xe = (xe1, ..., x

e
n), xei > 0, of system

(25), since it reflects the surviving of all the generations of
blood cells.

Fig. 2. Schematic representation of the model of healthy hematopoeisis.

All the biological parameters involved in (25) are strictly
positive constants with the same definitions introduced
in Section II. The rates of differentiation, Ki, and self-
renewing, Li, are positive constants such that Ki ∈ (0, 1)
and Li = 1−Ki, for all i ∈ In. Furthermore, we introduce
for later use the following parameters, for all i ∈ In,

αi = 2LiCi − 1, (26)

where Ci are the constants defined in (2). The model de-
scribed by (25) was first proposed in [1], widely analyzed by
an input-output approach in [10] and recently by a Lyapunov
approach in [3]. Using a new Lyapunov approach, we extend
the results by establishing the local exponential stability
under the same conditions that are sufficient for the local
asymptotic stability, proposed in [3], and by determining
a subset of the basin of attraction of the strictly positive
equilibrium of the nonlinear system.

Now, let us recall some useful results:
i) The solutions of system (25) associated with positive

initial conditions are positive. Throughout our work, we
consider only positive solutions of (25).

ii) We assume that αi > 0 is satisfied for i ∈ In. A unique
strictly positive equilibrium Xe may exist and the following
proposition gives a necessary and sufficient condition that
ensures its existence.

Proposition 2: Under the previous assumptions, the sys-
tem (25) admits a strictly positive equilibrium Xe =
(xe1, ..., x

e
n) if and only if

β1(0) > δ1/α1. (27)
The reader is invited to refer to [3], for the proofs of results
given above. In the remainder of this work, we assume that
αi > 0 and that a unique positive steady state Xe exists.

We begin the analysis by performing the change of coor-
dinates x̂i = xi − xei . From (25), it follows that

˙̂xi(t) =− δi [x̂i(t) + xei ]− wi (x̂i(t) + xei )

+ 2Li=i(wi) + 2Ki−1=i−1(wi−1),
(28)

with =i(wi) =
∫ t
t−τi gi(t − a)wi (x̂i(a) + xei ) da. We are

looking for a new representation of (28) that eases the
analysis of its origin. Observe that,

wi(x̂i + xei ) = wi(x
e
i ) + µix̂i +Ri(x̂i), (29)

where µi =
[
∂wi
∂xi

]
xi=xei

= βi(x
e
i ) + β′i(x

e
i )x

e
i , and

Ri(x̂i) =

∫ xei+x̂i

xei

[x̂i + xei − l]w
(2)
i (l)dl. (30)

As an immediate consequence,

˙̂xi(t) = −βi∗x̂i(t) + 2Liµi

∫ t

t−τi
gi(t− a)x̂i(a)da

−Ri(x̂i(t)) + 2Li

∫ t

t−τi
gi(t− a)Ri(x̂i(a))da

+ 2Ki−1µi−1

∫ t

t−τi−1

gi−1(t− a)x̂i−1(a)da

+ 2Ki−1

∫ t

t−τi−1

gi−1(t− a)Ri−1(x̂i−1(a))da,

(31)

with βi∗ = δi+µi. If the solutions of system (31) converge to
the origin, then the positive solutions of system (25) converge
to the positive steady state Xe. Due to the shifting, we
observe that the solutions of system (31) are not positive.
Consequently, contrary to Section II, we can not take advan-
tage from linear functionals constructions. This observation
motivates the introduction of the following quadratic function
and functionals:

Q(a) =
1

2
a2, (32)

Ωi(ϕit) =

∫ t

t−τi

∫ t

l

gi(l − a+ τi)Q(ϕi(a))dadl, (33)

Λi(ϕit) =

∫ t

t−τi
el−t

∫ t

l

gi(l − a+ τi)Q(ϕi(a))dadl, (34)

and the following constants

ςi = βi∗ − 2Li|µi|Ci = δi + µi − 2Li|µi|Ci. (35)

We observe the similarity between the functionals Ωi and Λi,
inspired from the construction of Kolmanovskii and Myshkis
[5]. For technical reasons, we use a weighted combination
between them to compensate the distributed delayed terms
and estimate the exponential decay rate.

A. Exponential stability of the linear approximation

We extend the results in [3] by designing a novel
Lyapunov-Krasovskii functional implying local exponential
stability. Let us prove the following result:

Theorem 2: The conditions

ςi > 0, (36)

for all i ∈ In, ensure that the origin of (31) is locally
exponentially stable.

Proof: The linear approximation of the system (31) at
its origin is given by

żi(t) =− βi∗zi(t) + 2Liµi

∫ t

t−τi
gi(t− a)zi(a)da

+ 2Ki−1µi−1

∫ t

t−τi−1

gi−1(t− a)zi−1(a)da.

(37)



Let us define for all i ∈ In the following functionals

Si(zit) =
1

2
Q(zi(t)) + Li|µi|Ωi(zit), (38)

and
N1(z1t) = S1(z1t) +

ς1
2C1

Λ1(z1t), (39)

and for all i ∈ {2, ..., n},

Ni(zit, zi−1t) = Si(zit) +
ςi

2Ci
Λi(zit) + ψiΛi−1(zi−1t),

(40)
where ψi is an appropriate strictly positive constant to be
determined later for all i ∈ {2, ..., n}. First, observe for later
use that the derivatives of the functionals Ωi and Λi, for all
i ∈ In, along the trajectories of (37) satisfy,

Ω̇i(t) = CiQ(zi(t))−
∫ t

t−τi
gi(t− a)Q(zi(a))da, (41)

Λ̇i(t) ≤− Λi(zit)− e−τi
∫ t

t−τi
gi(t− a)Q(zi(a))da

+ CiQ(zi(t)),

(42)

where the last inequality is a consequence of the definition of
the constants Ci given by (2). Next, For the sake of clarity,
we decompose the proof of Theorem 2 in two steps: we start
by the first generation of cells (i = 1), then we generalize
to any number of compartments i ∈ In.

1) Lyapunov-Krasovskii functional for the first compart-
ment: Using the inequality |z1(t)z1(a)| ≤ 1

2 |z1(t)|2 +
1
2 |z1(a)|2, we prove that the derivative along the trajectories
of (37) of Q(z1(t)), where Q is the function defined in (32),
satisfies the inequality

1

2
Q̇(t) ≤ [−β1∗ + L1|µ1|C1]Q(z1(t))

+ L1|µ1|
∫ t

t−τ1
g1(t− a)Q(z1(a))da.

(43)

Using (41), (42) and (43), we prove that the derivative of the
functional N1, defined in (39), along the trajectories of (37),
satisfies

Ṅ1(t) ≤− ς1
2
Q(z1(t))− ς1

2C1
Λ1(z1t). (44)

On the other hand, from the definition of N1, we readily
check that

N1(z1t) ≤
1

2
Q(z1(t)) + s1Λ1(z1t), (45)

with s1 = ς1+2L1C1|µ1|eτ1
2C1

. From (44) and (45), we get

Ṅ1(t) ≤− ς̃1N1(z1t)−
ς1
4
Q(z1(t)), (46)

for all ς̃1 ∈
(

0,min
{
ς1
2 ,

ς1
ς1+2L1C1|µ1|eτ1

})
.

We conclude from (46) that the origin of the subsystem
(i = 1) is exponentially stable.

2) Lyapunov-Krasovskii functional for the overall system:
Now, using the inequalities: |zi(t)zi(a)| ≤ Q(zi(t)) +
Q(zi(a), for all i ∈ In, and |zi(t)zi−1(a)| ≤ ξiQ(zi(t)) +

1
ξi
Q(zi−1(a)), with ξi > 0, for all i > 1, we prove that the

derivatives of the functions Q(zi(t)), for all i > 1, along the
trajectories of (37), satisfy

1

2
Q̇(t) ≤ [−βi∗ + Li|µi|Ci]Q(zi(t))

+ Li|µi|
∫ t

t−τi
gi(t− a)Q(zi(a))da

+ ξiKi−1|µi−1|Ci−1Q(zi(t))

+
Ki−1|µi−1|

ξi

∫ t

t−τi−1

gi−1(t− a)Q(zi−1(a))da.

We observe that, for i > 1, the derivatives of the functionals
Ni, defined in (40), along the trajectories of (37), satisfy

Ṅi(t) ≤ [−βi∗ + 2Li|µi|Ci]Q(zi(t))

+ ξiKi−1|µi−1|Ci−1Q(zi(t))

+
Ki−1|µi−1|

ξi

∫ t

t−τi−1

gi−1(t− a)Q(zi−1(a))da

− ςi
2Ci

Λi(zit) +
ςi
2
Q(zi(t)) + ψiΛ̇i−1(t).

(47)

Let us select, for all i ∈ {2, ..., n},

ψi =
Ki−1|µi−1|eτi−1

ξi
, and ξi =

ςi
4Ki−1|µi−1|Ci−1

. (48)

Then, the inequality (47) gives

Ṅi(t) ≤−
ςi
4
Q(zi(t))−

ςi
2Ci

Λi(zit)

− ψiΛi−1(zi−1t) + ψiCi−1Q(zi−1(t)).
(49)

Similarly to the case i = 1, (44)-(46), we easily determine a
strictly positive real number ς̃i such that

Ṅi(t) ≤− ς̃iNi(zit, zi−1t)−
ςi
8
Q(zi(t))

+
θiςi−1

8
Q(zi−1(t)),

(50)

with θi = 8ψiCi−1

ςi−1
. Finally, we introduce the functional:

W (Zt) = p1N1(z1t) +

n∑
i=2

piNi(zit, zi−1t), (51)

with pi = 2n−i
∏n
k=i+1 θk, and pn = 1. From (46) and (50),

we conclude that

Ẇ (t) ≤− p1ς̃1N1(z1t)−
n∑
i=2

piς̃iNi(zit, zi−1t)

−
n∑
i=1

piςi
8
Q(zi(t)) +

n∑
i=2

piθiςi−1
8

Q(zi−1(t)).

(52)

Noticing that piθi = 1
2pi−1, we easily determine a strictly

positive constant ς̃ such that

Ẇ (t) ≤ −ς̃W (Zt), (53)

To summarize, by the virtue of the functionals Ni, for all
i ∈ In, and the inequality (53) we conclude that the origin
of the system (37) is exponentially stable.



B. Exponential stability of the nonlinear system

The next step consists in determining an approximation of
the basin of attraction of the strictly positive equilibrium of
the nonlinear system (31). To achieve this, we consider the
case where

βi(xi) =
βi(0)

1 + bix
ni
i

, (54)

with βi(0) > 0, bi > 0 and ni > 2. This typical choice of the
functions βi was justified by Mackey in [6], then assumed
in [11], [1] and [10]. After long but simple calculations,
using the expression of βi in (54), we prove that there exist
constants ŝi > 0, for all i ∈ In, such that

Ri(x̂i) ≤ ŝiQ(x̂i). (55)

where Ri are the functions in (30). Let us consider the
functionals Si and Ni defined in (38), (39) and (40). In order
to ease the notation, we denote

Ii(x̂it) =

∫ t

t−τi
gi(t− a)Q(x̂i(a))da. (56)

Finally, we define the constants

k̃i =
ςi

8ŝi
, k̂i =

ςi
4CiLiŝieτi

andN i = min
{
k̃2i , k̂

2
i

}
. (57)

Now we are ready to state and prove the following theorem:

Theorem 3: Let the system (31) be such that

ςi > 0 (58)

for all i ∈ In. Therefore all the solutions of (31) with initial
conditions ϕ̂i ∈ C([−τi, 0],R) satisfying

Ni(ϕ̂i, ϕ̂i−1) < N i, (59)

converge exponentially to the origin.

Notice that for all i ∈ In, k̃i and k̂i are only dependent on
the constant biological parameters of the model. Moreover, if
the conditions (58) are satisfied, then N i > 0, for all i ∈ In.

Proof: For the sake of brevity, we give only the
outlines of the proof. First, using (55), we check that the
derivative of the function Q(x̃1(t)), introduced in (32), along
the trajectories of the nonlinear system (31) satisfies

Q̇(t) ≤2 [−β1∗ + L1|µ1|C1]Q(x̂1(t))

+ 2L1 (|µ1|+ ŝ1|x̂1(t)|) I1(x̂1t)

+ ŝ1|x̂1(t)|Q(x̂1(t)).

(60)

Then, using (60) in conjunction with the fact that |x̂1(t)| ≤
2
√
N1(x̂1t), we determine the following upper bound for the

derivative of the functional N1, introduced in (39), along the
trajectories of the nonlinear system (31),

Ṅ1(t) ≤ −ς̃1N1(x̂1t) +
[
ŝ1
√
N1(x̂1t)−

ς1
4

]
Q1(x̂1(t))

+

[
2L1ŝ1

√
N1(x̂1t)−

ς1e
−τ1

2C1

]
I1(x̂1t)−

ς1
8
Q(x̂1(t)).

Now, observe that if the condition (59) is satisfied then

Ṅ1(t) ≤− ς̃1N1(x̂1t)−
ς1
8
Q(x̂1(t)). (61)

This allows us to conclude that the origin of the sys-
tem (31) is exponentially stable with a decay rate smaller
than ς̃1 when i = 1, for all initial conditions satisfying (59).
This result is generalized to the overall system, i ∈ In, by
similar arguments as in Theorem 2.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We proposed explicit constructions of suitable strict Lya-
punov functionals for nonlinear systems with distributed
delays. In contrast with the methods already used, the
Lyapunov approach allowed us to address more general
statements, as the case of time-varying parameters and the
approximation of the basin of attraction of the positive steady
state. Furthermore, compared to the previous works where
the cell division probability density function (mitosis) was
taken as a Dirac mass function in [1], and assumed to be a
truncated exponential term in [10], our results were derived
without any extra assumption on the mitosis function. For
lack of space, we have not been able to illustrate some
simulations that validate our theoretical results. Finally, it is
worth mentioning that we are working on the identification
of the parameters involved in the mathematical models.
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